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As I write this, two things are happening. 
The jet stream is finally shifting north to 
where it belongs at this time of year and 
final plans are being put in place for our 
ninth South of England Rally in three 
weeks time. Hopefully these two 
independent events will continue on a 
collision course and a lovely high-pressure 
system will be sitting right over the Bisley 
site as we all arrive for another memorable 
rally on August 3. 
 
Whatever the weather, we intend to have a 
great time. There are a host of live bands 
each day, the biggest trader village ever 
(over 40 traders this year!), food outlets 
everywhere, affordable beer, ride-in bike 
show, a fabulous bling-themed LOH ride, 
our own awesome Hogsback ride-out on 
Sat, the Poker Run, and let's not forget our 
own Norm & Dave's amazing Hogsback 
Chapter Summer Feast on Sat at 6pm. 
This year we are asking you all to donate 
£5 in exchange for a neat plate and tongs 
set which you can hang on to for Norm & 
Dave's equally amazing breakfast the next 
day. The money we collect will go to the 
worthy Hawk Conservancy to help with 
their kestrel rehoming programme. 

 
Unfortunately there will be no Chapter 
Challenge this year. We had to cancel due 
to the games field being waterlogged. This 
means that our attempt to dislodge 1066 
from the top will have to wait until next 
year, the 10th Anniversary of SoFER. We 
can wait! 
 
It seems barely possible that Portugal has 
come and gone. My own 3,000 mile ride 
was stunning and the 56 other Hogsback 
members who went all have equally great 
memories of some most enjoyable 
adventures to a beautiful location. We all 
got there and back safe and sound and on 
behalf of the Chapter, my thanks go to 
Robin Seymour for his agility in securing a 
superbly located and appointed hotel for 
our use. It seems he has done it again for 
the HOG European Rally in Rome next 
year. Quite a few rooms have gone, so if 
you want one, check out the website for 
details. 
 
On which note, it's worth reminding 
everyone that we put a lot of effort into 
maintaining the accuracy and timeliness of 
all our events and news on the Chapter 
website at www.hogsbackchapteruk.org.  
If you have a question about whether an 
event is on or where it is meeting, our 
advice is to click through to the website to 
get the official scoop. You could expend 
the same click energy asking through the 
Chapter Facebook page, but we can't 
guarantee the answer you get there - 
unless of course they check the website to 
give you the answer you could have got 
yourself! 
 
Have a great rally and ride safe! 
 
 
 
Dik Gregory 

Director, Hogsback Chapter 



 
 

ALL ROADS LEAD 
TO ROME 

 
 

 
 
And hopefully some good weather!! Barely 
back from this years European HOG rally 
in Portugal and plans are already afoot for 
next year, well it is Harleys 110th year of 
production so it’s bound to be a big party in 
Rome and one not to be missed. We have 
already found 2 suitable hotels not too far 
from all the action or the beach, and at 
very reasonable rates. Keep an eye on the 
notice page on the web site for further 
updates. 
So back to this year and Portugal, well 
would you believe it - after arriving on 
Wednesday afternoon in glorious sunshine 
we awoke on Thursday morning 
to……..yes you’ve guessed it….. Rain. 
Thankfully it only lasted for the morning 
and while it wasn’t wall to wall sunshine it 
did at least stay dry for the rest of the 
weekend. Cascais itself was a great 
location, plenty of good hotels (ours was 
superb) a good variety of eateries of 
various price and quality all within walking 
distance. The rally was the usual fare of 
trader stands, some local Harley Dealers 
and of course the centre stage with plenty 
of good music. Robin & Beverley flew the 

flag for us in the parade and did us proud, 
and got right upfront, with Axel riding 
shotgun just behind. 50+ members made 
the trip by various routes, and as far we 
know all had a great time. 
 
Things closer to home, and we hope you 
are all enjoying the new club night venue at 
The Grantley Arms at Wonersh. By the 
numbers turning up every Thursday you 
are, or maybe it’s for the chance at winning 
the Golden Key! For those who have not 
been to club night, The Golden Key is a 
raffle for a key that may just open our little 
treasure chest, which, at the time of writing 
contains just under a £1000 with 6 keys 
left. Each club night Dell and I - well mainly 
Dell - comes round everybody selling 
tickets at a £1 each. Then at approx. 9pm 
we find a suitable young lady (it’s a 
struggle sometimes…….only joking, 
honest!!!) to make the draw, the winning 
ticket holder wins £25 + a GHD key fob 
thing that goes round your neck, but more 
importantly with the attached key the 
chance to see if it opens the box. If it does 
the drinks are on you!!!!! And you win 
whatever the cash is inside, simple. If by 
December the box has not been opened 
we will draw until we have a winner, which 
if it goes that far should be around 2k (nice 
little deposit on a new bike maybe?).  
A good start to Christmas for the winner. 
 
Enjoy the 
rest of the 
summer, if 
it ever gets 
here.  
 
Cheers 
 
Keith 
Dorling 
 
 
Assistant Director & Treasurer 
 



 

 DELL EVANS 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

 

 

 

 
We are at the summer solstice and what a 
wet and windy period it’s been. As I write 
this much of the chapter is returning from 
an excellent rally in Portugal oh how I wish 
I was with them on the ride. You may have 
noticed my absence from most rides for the 
past 4 months. This is due to tendon 
problems in my legs & feet - be warned 
don't sit day after day at a computer it can 
F*** (ruin?-Ed) up your summer. 
Anyway we are about half way through the 
ride program with surprisingly few 
cancellations considering how bad it’s 
been. 
  
- Thank you road crew and brave members 
who despite the rain continue to show the 
flag for the chapter. 

There is still much to look forward to and I 
would point out the remaining weekends 
away from August onwards - particularly 
for new members, as it’s a great way to get 
to know other chapter members. 
 

 
SOFER - 3/4/5 August offers free camping 
with your entry ticket plus Norm & Dave’s 
famous BBQ on Saturday night, which 
should be a must for all chapter members. 
 
 

 
Waterloo - 17/18/19 August - Gary has a 
reserve list and maybe able to find some 
spaces see website. Enjoy the site of 
France’s greatest defeat by a bloke in 
wellys, tour an amazing place where they 
winch great big boats up a hill in a bath tub 
and an underground V2 rocket factory to 
name but some of the highlights. 
 



 

 
Moselle - 30/8 - 2/9 Robin's tour of the 
Moselle region back by popular demand. A 
really beautiful few days of riding and just a 
bit of drinking in the evening. The ride with 
ooh's & ahh's around every bend. Use the 
website to contact Robin he may still have 
some space. 
 

 
Heartbeat 14/15/16 Sept - Dik's ride to the 
glorious north.  
See the pretty town of Whitby, famous for 
fishy stuff, plus stay in the quaint hotel right 
in the village on the moors, as used for the 
Heartbeat series. Again use the website 
and contact Dik. 
 
There are still 30 day type rides from 
August to the end of season so I hope we 
have something for all tastes but please 
remember I want your ideas for things to 
do and places to visit for next year - keep 
them coming in! 

 
Opal Rally 21/22/23 Sept - This is the best 
weekend ride of them all as its mine. Be 
prepared to party. We’ll join the French 
Coté Opal Chapter in the Boulogne area 
for their fun filled rally where they take over 
the whole town of Hardelot. We will be 
staying in the town to aid staggering 
distances and for those who wish to we will 
be doing a great parade ride. This rally has 
been quoted as the best new event in 
Europe look at last years photos. Full but I 
have some standby spaces - contact me. 
 

 
Lovejoy weekend 12/13/14 October.  
Join Keith & Dik on the last away event of 
the year.  
  
The chapter will be hosting another 
shooting day at Bisley. This has slipped to 
next year now, so keep an eye out for that. 

 



 

Screaming Eagle 
CVO 

Harley-Davidsons 
 

CVOs are different things to different people 
is the truth of it. Some are annoyed by the 
concept of a “factory Custom” and would call 
it an oxymoron.  To others they are the best 
of a great range of bikes. Other useful words 
could be aspirational – exclusive – 
overpriced? 
 
The CVO Division at Harley-Davidson is 
based at their York, Pennsylvania rather 
than Milwaukee site.  The Division, formed 
in 1999, is definitely one where Harley-
Davidson’s engineers and designers ‘aspire’ 
to be. Their brief is to use cutting-edge 
technology, creative design and innovation 
to appeal to those who want the best 
motorcycle they can get with factory 
guarantees. One thing you are definitely 
guaranteed is a quality, limited run paint 
scheme on a bike with the biggest 
production motor available.  The rest 
depends on the model.  The latest CVO 
Street and Road 
Glides can have less 
flash and chrome 
than the CVO 
Fatbobs and Softails 
-which ooze Chrome, 
even fatter tyres and 
blingy LED lights. 
Can Black really be 
the new chrome?   
Personally I find it difficult not to add stuff to 
my Harleys.  When a test ride of the new 
touring range put a smile on my face, I 
bought an Electraglide Standard model and 
added my own choice of bling. This came 
from many different sources as well as the 
Harley-Davidson P & A telephone directory.  
I am very happy with the result, especially 
the 103 motor and camshaft upgrades. I 

wouldn’t class the CVO version as ‘more 
desirable’. I couldn’t really do the same with 
my recent acquisition, an ‘09 CVO Softail 
Springer.  This offering from the Screaming 
Eagle brigade has so many upgrades on it 
that it costs less (esp. used) than it would do 
to replicate it from a Softail Custom – if you 
can find one.   For example the Springer 
front end can only be acquired as the sum of 
its individually listed part numbers, each 
chrome washer bush and dome nut 
separate - and at over £2k !!  

So – apart from paint, a big engine a big 
price tag, some chrome etc are they 
different?  Yes they are.  Some of the parts 
are available in the P&A catalogue, others 
are not available to put on your standard 
version, even if you want to.  If you crash 
your pride and joy you can get 
replacements, but parts are recorded 
against the specific bikes via the VIN 
number.  If you genuinely need a 
replacement fender – the damaged one 
goes back to Harley-Davidson so that it 
can’t be used on a different bike. Dealers 
that fail to return CVO exclusive parts are 
fined by Harley-Davidson. Its all taken very 
seriously. 

David Atkinson – Editor 
LOH 
Hi Ladies 
"Hope that you are getting glitzed up for the Diamond 
Bisley- Friday 3rd August 4.00pm. Let me know if 
you can be involved with the ride or with the Jubillee 
Party in front of the Pavillion Bisley after the ride." 



 
 

 
I hope you are all enjoying the season and 
getting in as much riding as the weather 
allows. I think the only way to describe the 
summer so far is... um.... wet.  
  
There’s lots going on at the dealership at the 
moment. Here is a taste of just a few. 
  
Charity Demo Rides... 

 
 
We've decided to have some fun whilst 
raising some money for charity. Throughout 
July & August Guildford Harley-Davidson will 
donate £5 for every test ride taken by 
HOGSBACK CHAPTER members. You can 
ride any of the amazing bikes in our demo 
fleet and we will donate £5 to the chosen 
chapter charities. Our aim is to perform 100 
demo rides within this period and raise £500 
for charity. 
  
Also if you bring a friend to demo ride with 
you who has never owned or ridden a  

 
Harley before we will donate a further £20. 
One demo ride per chapter member and 
please when you book the demo with Steve, 
Lieber, Mike N or myself mention that you 
are booking for the charity demo ride. 
  
Demo bikes available are as follows. Street-
Glide, Softail Slim, Fat-Bob, Street-Bob, 
Switchback, Fat-Boy Sportster Iron, 
Sportster Forty-Eight, Sportster Superlow, 
Sportster 1200 Custom...plus anything else 
we may have laying around. 
  
Time for a service.? 
  
Can’t find a  hole in the weather big enough 
to book your pride & joy in for its service? 
Don’t worry, we have the answer. Book a full 
service in July or August and take 
advantage of our free collection and delivery 
service (30 mile radius of GH-D). Even 
better than that, if you have a full service in 
July & August you can claim a free Guildford 
Harley-Davidson back-print T-Shirt... 
 
 



 
 
I want a bacon roll!!!! 
Guildford Borough Council apparently don’t 
like bikers eating bacon rolls, hamburgers or 
hot-dogs at Guildford Harley-Davidson. As 
you may have already guessed we are no 
longer able to host Lisa and her lovely 
burgers at GH-D on Saturday’s due to some 
draconian planning restriction.  
 

 
 

 
We are fighting our corner on this and it is 
certainly not the end of food at the 
dealership..... So, as we hate to see you go 
hungry on Saturdays, during the summer (if 
we have one) we will be supplying Krispy 
Kreme Doughnuts free of charge on a first 
come first serve basis.... Thinking about it 
you will need to be really early because 
between Mike Wilson, Geoff, Mick Saunders 
and myself  we could polish of 50 doughnuts 
before nine in the morning. 
  
Hopefully the weather will clear up for the 
rest of the year. On behalf of the dealership 
I would like to thank you the HOGSBACK 
CHAPTER for your continued support. I look 
forward to seeing you all very soon. 
Needless to say the coffee is always on. 
 
Toby Sleaman – Guildford Harley-Davidson 

 



 
 

 
 
What a fantastic season 2012 is becoming, 
and I am saying this not only because a 
record 57 Hogsback members joined forces 
to represent our Chapter in at the HOG 
Rally in Cascais, Portugal. This Rally, and 
specially the numerous ways and memories 
to get there, party there and get back home, 
will hopefully be subject of many 
more articles. From my personal viewpoint 
for now just these dry statistical data on my 
own trip: 17 days, 4,202 miles, 2 Rallies, 
and 9 Photo Galleries full of memories with 
good friends. 
 

 
Check out the Website, the 9 galleries are: 
Magic Bike Rally - Part 1 

Magic Bike Parade - Part 2 
Magic Bike Ride to Salamanca - Part 3 
  
I consider Salamanca, where we met up 
with Robin's group and other members in 
Spain, the change from one rally to the next. 
So the galleries for the Cascais HOG Rally: 
 
Cascais, Highway ride to Portugal - Part 1 
Cascais, Wed / Thu - Part 2 
Cascais, Friday Party - Part 3 
Cascais, Saturday Parade - Part 4 
Cascais, ride to Picos de Europa - Part 5 
Casacis, final ride back home - Part 6 
 
All these are moments captured by me, but 
there is much more, the Memories of other 
Members who joined and submitted their 
photos. Presently there are 3 such galleries, 
and I am already advised there is more to 
come. 
 

  
Cascais - Members Memories 1, by 
"Annettet and David" and "Margaret and 
Malcolm" 
Cascais - Members Memories 2, by 
"Marjorie and Andy" and "Eileen and Peter" 
Cascais - Members Memories 3, by Jon 
Woodhouse. 
  
But the first half of 2012 was not all about 
the big ride to Portugal, many other 
memorable rides took place, yielding some 
stunning photos. Since the Spring 
Newsletter, the Hogsback riding season 
started in earnest, and offered great 
opportunities for photos, some even in 
sunshine. My personal favourites were the 



 
Dambuster Ride for its historical background 
and the Steaming Ride to Kempton for its 
impressive technical background.  
 

 
 
And lets not forget the one sad but 
memorable occasion which we had to 
attend: the funeral of Hogsback Chapter 
Member Steve Barnard, who died in a 
motorcycle accident aged 60. 
  
Ahead of us lies a packed program, with 
many national and international rides, and I 
hope to see many of you on these or the 
one-day rideouts. 
  
One word on Photos 
in Facebook:  
Please do not upload 
your whole 
collections of photos 
into the Hogsback 
Chapter Group on Facebook, as these 
albums will be deleted. The official 
repository for photos of Chapter activities is 
in our Website via SmugMug Photo 
Galleries. In order to keep the material that 
is published under a manageable umbrella 
of the "Hogsback Chapter UK" name, only 
this channel should be used. And it is easy 
to get your pictures on our Website: email 
few to images@hogsbackchapteruk.org, or 
better for lots, join a shared DropBox with 
me. A simple link to these galleries can then 
be posted on Facebook. 
  
This said, I still want to encourage you to 
use Facebook (now with 90 members 
watching this channel) and add a photo to 
support the comments and posts you make 

to better illustrate your point. And you are of 
course free to publish whatever photos you 
took under your personal Facebook 
channel, but the management of complaints, 
 

 
 
deletion requests and Facebook expulsions 
threats will then rest with you. My advice: 
think twice before you post "funny" 
snapshots …  
 

 
 
The big next events for me is our annual 
endurance challenge (this year self-
organised by the Chapter and called the 
"Iron Hog") and the 9th edition of SOFER. 
See you there, polish your bikes and put on 
your best leathers (and shoes), as a camera 
is never far away. 
 
 
Head Photographer –     Axel Thill

 



 

 
UPGRADES 
 
Happily over the past few 
years we have all 
upgraded one or more of 
our boys & girl’s toys, such 
as mobile phones, 
televisions, lap tops, PCs, 
cars and yes even the 
most precious item on our 
list the Harley-Davidson 
Motorcycle.  
 
Why do we upgrade? I ask, 
because we like to ‘keep 
up with Jones’s maybe?  
Or ‘the monies burning a 
hole in your pocket’ is 
another reason. But usually 
it’s because we want the 
latest, the best, and the 
most efficient and 
rewarding item we can get 
and afford! 
 
Perhaps we should also all 
look at riding our bikes in 
the same manner 
and the way we ride 
them. Many of us in 
the chapter have 
been riding for many 
years whilst others 
for a relatively short 
period. Whichever, I 
would like to suggest 
that it could be time 
for that UPGRADE to 
be applied to riding 
skills. I strongly 
believe that you never stop 
learning and every chance 
or opportunity to improve 
that little bit more will give 
you that rewarding feeling. 
I would also go as far as to 
say, you not only become  

 

 
more efficient with your 
riding but it can save you 
money. How? You will  
become smoother with 
your riding technique,  
which saves wear on tyres 
and brakes. It also helps 
with your concentration, 
which makes you more 

relaxed when riding.  This 
will lead to more pleasure -  
just like when you get the 
internet speed at 20Mbps. 
 
 

 

 
The Hogsback web site 
has several links to 
organisations and 
businesses that offer those 
UPGRADES in ride skills. If 
it’s been a couple of years 
or more since you had any 
formal training, make it 
your personal challenge 
this year to prove to 
yourself you do have the 
latest riding skills. Most will 
only need a few hours but 
what a difference it could 
make. 
 
Safe Riding 
 

 
 
Carl Christensen – 
Safety Officer  



 

 

 

 
 
A big thank you to RoSPA Thames Valley 
today at Bisley for instructing us on the 
dynamics and principles of 'slow Riding'. 
  

 
 
30 members of the chapter attended the 
course. The event, with a little blood, sweat 
and a few tears hopefully, helped boost 
confidence in an area of riding we often 
overlook.  

 

The slowest rider (and therefore the winner), 
in the timed event was none other than our 
head photographer, Axel. (much to Steve's 
disappointment as he was leading until Axel 
stepped up to the plate).  
 

 
 
You will be please to know that the £265.00 
raised in attendance fees is all being 
donating to the Hampshire Air-Ambulance 
by RoSPA Thames Valley.  
 
A very kind thank you to Shaun at Bisley 
Pavilion for the location and all his prep to 
secure the safe riding area.  
 

 
 
More riding courses later this year so keep 
an eye out on the chapter web site. 
 
 
 
Carl Christensen – Hogsback Safety Officer 



 

 

 

Charity Cheques 
hand over 

  

 
 
Prior to the quiz night on the club night (May 
3rd) I had arranged for representatives from 
each of our selected charities;  

• Alzheimer’s Society,  
• Rainbow Trust and  
• the Surrey Air Ambulance,  

to join us that evening and receive from the 
chapter a cheque, for the sum of £800.00 to 
each charity. This £2400.00 was what 
remained in our chapter’s Charity Account 
by the end of last year ending April 2012. 
 

 
 
Throughout last season Hogsback Chapter 
handed over several sums to our chosen 
charities. Together with several of our 
members’ gallant and generous fundraising 
efforts, we managed to donate over £10,000 
to charitable causes. 
 

 
 
These members are continuing to fundraise 
again this year and I ask that we all try to 
help them do so.  These include Robin 
Seymour, Axel Thill and others, have been 
fundraising for worthwhile charities over the 
same period 2011-2012, raising just short of 
£6000.00! This is a tremendous 
achievement by our members.  Well done to 
us all. We should all be proud of ourselves 
and the continued commitment to those less 
fortunate than ourselves.  
 
If there are any members fundraising this 
coming season, could I ask that they send 
me details and updates regularly on their 
fundraising efforts so that I can document it 
all? 
 

 
 
Roger Bonnici 
Chapter Charities Officer



 

 

  
 
The Quiz night produced a closely run 
competition between seven teams; ‘ABC’, 
‘Sportster’, ‘Absent Dealer’, ‘Howard’s Way’, 
‘Des Amis’, ‘BTDT’ and the ‘Forelorn 
Hopers’. 
 
Each team had six to eight contestants, 
made up of unsuspecting male and female 
club members, press ganged into kick 
starting their brain cells for an hour or so. It 
wasn’t an easy task. 
 
The Quizmasters, Roger Bonnici, Paul 
Johnson and Bill Morris were the lucky 
winners of 2011’s quiz night and had to 
produce this year’s selection of questions. It 
took almost a whole year of preparation, 
involving many brains and hours upon hours 
of research and tea drinking. 
 
The completed quiz was projected onto a 
screen, diligently made up of eighty large 
white mens Y fronts; meticulously fabricated 
using plans drawn up by the talented 
Norman Mann. So bright was the projected 
image that the presentation could be seen 
from the neighbouring village of Bramley! 

 
The questions were varied, to say the least, 
Obviously assembled by lunatics on Acid. 
MC Paul, delivered the questions with poise 
and precision whilst Roger and Bill 
overlooked proceedings with loaded 12 
gauges. 
 
Seventy questions later and with no major 
incidents, the final questions had been 
answered. The teams had their last efforts 
collected for the judges to tally scores. 
 
The joint top scorers, after all points and 
jokers were added up, were the ‘Forelorn 
Hopers’ and ‘Howard’s Way’. 
 
After a nail-biting tie break question, the 
‘Forelorn Hopers’ took the trophy for the 
Quiz championship! 
 
The team, judged by Tracy, Dee and 
Marion, to have the best original name was, 
coincidentally, the ‘Forelorn Hopers’. So a 
double whammy for them! A few little 
goodies were presented for that honour. 
 

It will now 
be left to 
the 
‘Forelorn 
Hopers’ to 
arrange 
next years 
quiz night 
and also 
add 
something 
new to the 
regaled 
trophy. 

 
Well done to all participants in the quiz, all 
Quiz masters and adjudicators. 
 
Roger Bonnici - The Quizmasters 2012  

 



 
 

 
 
I'm a photographer, not a terrorist! 
 
Some weeks ago I read a interesting article 
in Nikon magazine, pointing to a informative 
website: http://photographernotaterrorist.org. 
 
Its all about the rights of a photographer, 
what he may do and what not. In a nutshell, 
as long as he is standing on public space, 
and is not using his material commercially, 
there is no limitation of 
what he may 
photograph. Only if 
reasonable suspicion 
exist can you be 
searched and your 
photos checked. 
 
While I thought some 
photographer reports are 
exaggerated, I now 
myself was stopped, 
searched and 

questioned by anti-terrorist police while 
taking photos. It is debatable if they had 
reasonable suspicion, though I must admit 
my actions where not completely normal 
behaviour. 
 
What happened: as my Road King was in 
service, I used the time and a demo bike 
from GHD to do a quick recce of Hindhead 
Tunnel.  

 
As the SOFER ride-out of Hogsback 
Chapter will ride through it, we had the idea 
to position a photographer to take pictures of 
the big group of Harleys. On the south side, 
there is a footbridge and then a car bridge of 
the exit road. I drove through the tunnel 
southbound, used the exit, drove twice over 
the roundabouts back and forth over the 
bridge, and as I could not find a safe parking 
drove on to Hindhead and parked at a 
school entrance.  
 
I walked back to the bridge, crossed were no 
pedestrian is supposed to walk and took 
some shoots with my big telephoto lens. I 
then walked back to the bike, drove up some 
yards and rode into a muddy path leading to 



 
the footbridge. I parked again, walked to the 
bridge, took pictures in both directions. As I 
planed to leave a nice lady from the 
Highways Agency appeared and questioned 
me nicely on what I was doing. She quickly 
understood my reasons, but said we had to 
wait till police arrived, as they were called.  
 
I informed Mike Wilson of GHD by mobile, 
as his bike was involved and I had no idea 
what background checks they were doing, 
and some time later a unmarked police car 
with 3 heavily armed anti-terrorist officers 
arrived, and I told them the same story and 
background. 
 
We concluded that I did nothing wrong, 
parked legally and the police questioned 
why they had been called in the first place. 

But the Olymics are funny times, and 
everybody is very nervous. I can not 
understand why, but the media hype about 
possible dangers is taking its toll on 
everybody's nerves. 
 
I learned 2 things: Firstly, CCTV is 
everywhere and carefully monitored, but if 
you know your rights and stay within the law, 
critical situations will diffuse quickly, if you 
stay calm, reply nicely and avoid foul 
language. Though I was requested not to 
photograph the unmarked Audi Q7, one 
officer was happy to pose with the bike face 
hidden. 
 
The recce was successful, pictures can be 
taken. All I would like to ask the participants 
now is when approaching Hindhead Tunnel 

to group tightly, 
not to leave big 
gaps, so we can 
get all 100+ 
bikes on one 
picture, I will 
ask the ride 
leaders to slow 
down the group 
prior to the 
tunnel if this is 
possible. Have 
a safe rideout. 
 
 
Axel – 
Not-a terrorist 

Thill 



 

 

 

!

RTTW!
 

RTTW 2012 
 
This year’s RTTW (ride to the wall) will be 
the 5th gathering for this unique motorcycling 
event. 
The RTTW gives any and all motorcyclist 
from around the country an opportunity to 
gather together in place of remembrance, to 
pay their respects to our serving and fallen 
service men and women.  
 
This year will be my 3rd attendance. The two 
previous events, along with several other 
members of the chapter, we have helped 
with marshalling the route. This is to help 
ease the congestion at the main location 
‘the National Memorial Arboretum’ in 
Warwickshire.   
 
There are 7 mustering points around the 
county. These have been set up so that 
each group arrives precisely 10 mins 
apart.  
 

 
In previous years there have been aerial 
displays, including a fly by from a Spitfire 
and last year a parachute display team. 
 
  While this is moment for many to reflect on 
those who have served their country and not 
returned, it is also a time for many to 
embrace life, and meet up again with friends 
and acquaintances, both serving and 
veterans, from the UK and all corners of the 
globe.  

 
Hogsback Chapter will have an official 
Chapter ride on 6th October 2012. Details 
will be on the Chapter website. To 
participate will also need to register on the 
RTTW 2012 web site  

http://www.ridetothewall.org.uk 
Book route 4 (from Cherwell Valley Services 
M40)   
 
Carl Christensen 
 



!
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VERA gets down & Dirty- 
With Ernst too !! 
The guy from Touratech said: “There are only 
two kinds of weather in Wales: ‘It’s going to rain’ 
and ‘it’s raining’. “ We got both kinds on our 2 
day Off-Road Skills Course in Wales last April – 
the wettest April since time begun. 

Why did I go on an off road course? Harleys are 
not exactly made to ride over flint and gravel, 
through mud, up and down steep hills, through 
the woods etc. etc. But a girl has to get out of 
her comfort zone from time to time. I figured that 
after 15 years of riding a Harley I should leave 
the safety of tarmac and see how I could get 
down and dirty on an off road bike. No doubt the 
skills I would learn would benefit my Harley 
riding experience as well. 

I had invested in a new off road helmet and 
boots, and borrowed a ‘waterproof’ jacket (which 
wasn’t) from my mate Nigel who is an off road 
regular. It was sufficiently dirty so that I didn’t 
look like a complete novice, but I guess my 
immaculate, spotless, white helmet was a bit of 
a give -away.  

We arrived at the BMW’s Off Road Centre in 
Ystradgynlais near Swansea in the morning and 
were greeted by THE Dakar legend Simon 
Pavey who runs the place. He has not only done 
the Dakar NINE times and survived, he is 
planning to do it again in 2013, this time with his 
son Llewellyn, also an instructor and the most 
patient and sympathetic 20 year old I have ever 
met. He told me he could ride a bike before he 
could walk – and I believe it! There were 30 of 
us, and only one other woman (who bailed out 
on the second day, so I was the only female left 
– and I was determined not to let the side 
down!). The boys trained Ewan McGregor and 
Charley Boorman for their ‘Long Way Round’ 

and ‘Long Way Down’ adventures, so I figured I 
was in good company. 

 

After the usual formalities we were assigned our 
bikes – I had booked a 650 GS, and of course 
Ernst had gone for the BIG one, a 1200 GS. 
Being used to a very low centre of gravity on my 
Softail with both feet flat on the ground, I was a 
bit worried that my legs would be too short for an 
off road bike. I could just about touch the ground 
with the tip of my toes, but then I observed that 
people only put one foot down anyway, and 
when I sat a little askew on the seat with my 
other foot on the peg, it worked quite well.  

We soon reached the entrance to Walters 
Arena, a disused quarry and home of the Dawn 
to Dusk Enduro and the Welsh Rally. ‘Good-bye’ 
to tarmac for the day. As soon as we hit the 
gravel, people started standing up on their foot 
pegs. Well, I had better do so too, I thought. It 
was surprisingly comfortable. I got my first taste 
of how the bike can freely move around beneath 
you, smoothing out all those humps and bumps. 
What it means is that you don’t fight the bike, but 
stay loose and relaxed (well sort of …) 



!
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We arrived at a large flat area and were split into 
three groups, according to off-road experience. 
Ernst, having done some green laning with Mike 
and Toby opted for the most advanced group, 
whilst I was happy to go with the novices. The 
morning was spent getting familiar with the bike 
and going through all kinds of confidence 
building exercises – ALL of them standing up on 
the foot pegs. First we had to drop our bikes – 
can you imagine, being ASKED to drop your 
bike!!  The technique for picking it up worked 
and after a while, even I could get the bike 
upright (after lots of sweating and swearing!).  

We then moved on to key bike handling skills 
and the fundamentals of off road riding. We had 
3 instructors, Simon, Llewellyn and John (‘my 
friends call me JP’). I must say, all three of them 
were superb! Their teaching skills, enthusiasm, 
patience and encouragement were instrumental 
in making me feel more and more confident.  

My instructors: JP, LLew and Simon 

They also made me realise why standing up on 
the foot pegs is so important. Not only because 
you have a much better vision and can see 
what’s ahead of you much earlier, but you have 
much better control over the bike. Initially I found 
it quite difficult to change gear and use the rear 
brake standing up. In fact, finding the bloody 
things in the first place was difficult, being used 
to my forward controls. We were told the ‘two 
finger’ rule – keep two fingers on the clutch and 

break lever so that you can use them instantly 
when needed. After a while my hands and arms 
hurt like hell and by lunchtime I could hardly 
move my fingers. Clutch control is key, though, 
and it should really become second nature.  

Going round corners on a tight course was not 
really much different to what you would do on a 
Harley - look ahead as far as you can. Pick your 
line before you get there and follow it through. 
Keep your weight on the inside peg to begin the 
turn, then shift to the outside peg to 
counterbalance during the turn. Sounds easy, 
doesn’t it – but we had to do it standing up!! 

Locking the rear wheel at speed – actually, that 
was quite fun, especially as you were not 
allowed to release the brake and sit down until 
you were completely stationary. Locking the 
front wheel was a little more disconcerting. It 
went against everything I was ever taught, but 
we had to learn how to handle it.  

After lunch the real fun started and we put into 
practice what we learned in the morning. Did I 
say that it had been raining almost all morning? 
As a result it was VERY slippery with huge 
puddles, more like small lakes.   

 
Bikes can’t swim! 

With JP at the front, we explored the 2000 acres 
of stunning forestry with over 65 miles of trails. 
Every time we got through a tricky bit, our 



!
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confidence increased and I felt a real sense of 
elation. Not that there weren’t any casualties. I 
have never seen so many people drop their 
bikes. I had to ‘drop off’ (yes, even BMW off-
roaders do that!) at a corner with fire gravel, 
stalled the engine and my feet slipped 
underneath me. There was no way I could hold 
the bike. Thanks to what we learned in the 
morning, though, I didn’t have to play damsel in 
distress but could get my bike upright, albeit 
after a lot of huffing and swearing. The bike 
seemed to like being thrown about and reacted 
beautifully to the varying terrain. In between we 
practiced going down steep hills, in first gear 
without using the brakes and then with the clutch 
pulled in using both front and rear brakes – a 
totally different sensation, but it taught us to use 
the engine as well as the brakes for controlling 
the bike down a steep hill. Doing this standing 
up felt by now quite natural. 

By the end of the day I had been on the bike for 
6 hours, my hands and arms were aching like 
hell from clutch and brake control and the ‘two 
fingers’ mantra was imprinted in my head. I 
noticed that my riding style had become 
progressively more positive and less anxious, 
though. On the road back to the centre it felt 
really strange sitting down on the bike.  

The next morning, the weather was similar to the 
previous day – grey, overcast with drizzle and 
showers. We knew the drill by now – 8 miles to 
the gate, then standing on the foot pegs for the 
rest of the day. Our little group explored further, 
this time JP took us into previously undiscovered 
terrain, making it more and more difficult to stay 
in control of the bike. But he was always there to 
give advice and encourage us to ‘go for it’.  

The most terrifying exercise was recovering the 
bike on a really long steep hill. We had to ride up 
about 3/4 of it, stall the bike and leave it in gear, 
lock the steering, get off the bike, turn the 
handle bars the other way, very slowly release 

the clutch to let the bike roll backwards turning it 
half way round in the process. You then keep 
wiggling the front wheel with both the clutch and 
brake engaged until you are at a 45 degree 
angle to the hill, then get on the bike, step on the 
rear brake, start the bike up and slowly release 
the brakes and roll down the hill. Get it? I was 
terrified – but JP was there every step of the 
way to make sure I got down safely. I promised 
myself NEVER to ride up a steep hill! Little did I 
know that 10 minutes later we had to ride up that 
very hill, all the way to the top. I did make it, but I 
had pulled the throttle so hard that when I came 
over the lip I bounced straight into a deep 
puddle and must have drunk half of it as I had 
my mouth open from being so relieved at having 
made it to the top. I was soaked in brown muddy 
water and finally looked like a real off roader! 

 

I still need lots of practice to come even close to 
being proficient, but it is a start. 

By Vera Sommer. 

!



 

Not all Reccies 
go as planned 

 

 
Ride Leader Gary Morss 

 

Waterloo Reccie  
 
Christine and I had been really 
looking forward to our reccie 
for my Waterloo trip in August, 
the train was booked and paid 
for, months in advance, as was 
the appropriately named 1815 
Hotel.   
In-spite of the fact that we had 
both been suffering from colds 

the week before we decided to 
go ahead with the trip rather 
than loose a couple of hundred 
pounds in booking fees.   
 
On the way down to the train 
Chris said she felt rotten and I 
replied with what I thought was 
a sympathetic response of 
“well, you haven’t got to do 
anything, just sit and be a 
passenger, you’ll be OK”! 
 
Once over the channel we 
called in at the V2 bunker one 
of the planned “places of 
interest”, had a look around and 
decided it was well worth 
stopping, then drove on down to 
the unusual canal lock where 
we planned to stop during the 
afternoon ride down.  By this 
time Chris was feeling better 
but I had begun to feel terrible 
(far worse than ever Chris felt) 
and I just wanted to get to the 
hotel. 

 
Of course, it goes without 
saying that the satnav at this 
point decided it would take us 
on a 2 hour tour of the whole 
Waterloo area (fields and all) 
without actually coming across 
the hotel.  Eventually we saw 
the 1815 Hotel in the distance 
and I made a bee line for it 
across some fields.   
 
We were shown to our room 
(the Bonaparte suite) at about 
5pm, were in bed at 5.10 and 
did not emerge for dinner or 
anything at all until 9am the 
following morning (because we 
were ill ) when Chris bullied me 
out of bed.  Obviously, we 
could not stay in the hotel as I 
needed to be at home so my 
wonderful wife (brownie points 
) drove the new car for the first 
time on the righthand side of 
the road (also for the first time) 
home in the record time. 
 
We saw nothing of Waterloo 
apart from fields and we just hit 
the motorways home so no 
planning took place for the 
journey home from the eventual 
ride, no nice food or drink were 
consumed, in fact no planning 
was done for any of the ride at 
all, so the whole exercise will 
have to be repeated, possibly 
with out the satnav 
 
Epilog 
 
I actually ended up in the East 
Surrey Hospital with bilateral 
pneumonia for six days so, as I 
said to Chris, I really was worse 
than her!!!!!  



 

 

 
Interchapter ride to Hever castle 

Sunday July 8th 2012 
 

Hogsback Chapter,  
1066 Chapter and  

Thames Valley Chapter  

!
Ride Leader: Cliff Michie!

 
'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 
All mimsy were the borogoves, 
And the mome raths outgrabe.’ 

 
And that’s not your usual weather report 
from the BBC but on a day when most of the 
country was under liquid Sunshine it 
sounded positive, but shaking head from 
under the duvet I decided the sunshine was 
less heavy than yesterdays biblical 
downpour (don’t you just love a drought) 
and with the promise of a fun days ride 
ahead I put on my best winter jacket, gloves, 
found a dry pair of boots and waterproof 
leggings, well its mid summer after all, and 
splashed down to the high ground that our 

ride leader Cliff had claimed for the start 
point. 
I am always impressed that even at such 
short notice, the ride had only been included 
during the week, how organised the ride 
leaders are, having checked routes and 
ensuring we seamlessly met up with 1066 
chapter at the designated time and place. 
There were 5 hardy souls from Hogsback 
who met up with 20 bikes from 1066, but 
then they were almost tropical that far south. 
And this is one of the best bits of intercentre 
rides, meeting new people and admiring 
different bikes and trikes. 
Off again to the depths of the Ashdown 
Forest, where as Pooh would say it was a 
squishy kind of day, we didn’t find Eyeores 
gloomy place or where woozles wasn’t. We 
did however find five damp Thames Valley 
Members puddling their way in. now in the 
best words of AA Milne we were 29.  
A short rumble on and we were parked up in 
front of Hever Castle. Childhood home of 
Anne Boleyn 2nd wife of Henry VIII an 
impressive double moated property with 
magnificent gardens , for those of a 
botanical nature, and rooms full of torture 
equipment inside for those who like spikes. 
Despite the liquid sunshine, and our 
magnificent bikes looking a bit dirty and 
worse for wear it has to be said it was a 
great ride they looked magnificent in front of 
a truly iconic English setting. 
I was glad that the rain eased off on the way 
back, as my waterproofs melted while 
parking, ooops but then skin is waterproof 
isn’t it. 

 
Ian Thoburn 



 

Nip to the Looe weekend - July 
6th, 7th & 8th 2012 

 
Ride Leaders: Roger Bonnici, Andy England – Dell 

Evans 

 
I was in two minds whether to scrub going on 
the trip to the Looe! The forecasts for the 
preceding fortnight were abysmal. I decided 
that it was worth getting wet, and ending up 
with a grey glide, rather than a shiny black and 
silver one. 
 
The Friday start was early; I had an 18 mile trip 
before the start of the Looe trip. The forecast 
was still unpredictable so I dressed for the wet. 
However, the ride started out dry and I got 
warmer and warmer in my sweat suit.  
 

 
 
We were near Honiton when the weather finally 
broke, showering us all and my dress now 
became appropriate for the conditions.  
I was, unfortunately, in the wrong lane and 
blocked by traffic when lead rider, Roger, 
decided to pull into a garage up ahead to get 
togged up in waterproofs. Being on a dual 
carriageway I had no option but to carry on to 
the first layby. This was quite a lucky layby as it 
was under a tree!  
It wasn't long to wait before the "thunder" of 
bikes was heard and I joined up with the posse! 

My gear was all black so I was a bit too 
inconspicuous for the group to recognise that I 
was absent!  
 
The plan was to pull into the Little Chef at 
Podimore, but some chose the wrong one 
unfortunately. At this point I set off down the 
road on my own to the next Little Chef.  
 

  
 
Now, my wife will vouch for my ability to get lost 
on a straight road, so it's no surprise that I set 
out for the next Little Chef. However, I missed 
it! I saw a turning for 'Services" and took it. This 
was not to a Little Chef but into a village. I did 
turn around but found that there was 'No Entry' 
back onto the A303. This meant carrying on in 
the general direction to pick up the A303 once 
again. By some stroke of luck I met up with 
everyone again, who were none the wiser! 
 
On arrival at the Hannafore Point hotel we 
parked up overlooking a grey misty sea. I had 
booked a single room without a sea view. I 
actually had no view, but it was comfy enough; 
after all I wasn't going to spend many hours in 
it, was I? 
 

 
 



 

Our evening meal was excellent; all the 
planning that Carrol had put in, paid off.  
 

 
 
We all received our ordered meals in a 
remarkably speedy fashion. I was a little 
concerned that my bike was going to be 
'decorated' by the sea gulls overnight. I 
shouldn't have worried; the weather that night 
was so dreadful the sea gulls hid in the 
morning! So just a wet bike, rather than a 
'piebald' one. 
 
I was concerned next morning that there was a 
red alert for flooding on the local roads; I 
chickened out of the planned ride to Dartmouth 
and lunch at 'Sails' restaurant, by the quayside, 
choosing to explore Looe instead. About 3pm 

the sun came out and four of us decided get on 
our bikes and ride to Polperro. We only went 
about a mile out of the four to Polperro when 
the heavens opened an drenched us. I, 
stupidly, had gone in my jeans and aertex 
leather jacket, so I let everyone know I was 
going back to Looe! The others decided to do 
the same just a bit further on. 
 
Those who went to Dartmouth, by all accounts 
had an enjoyable day, also visiting the 
Plymouth Harley dealership on the way home. 
 

 
 
That evening, again, we had a very good meal 
and were entertained by a Karoke Guitarist! 
There was a moment of nostalgia when the 
Ladies of Harley danced around their 
handbags!  
 

 
 
The day of our return was ushered in by 
bleeding sea gulls making a racket. This was a 
sign that the weather had improved! My bike 
hadn't been targeted. After a hearty breakfast 
we set off in dry pleasant conditions and an 



 

'undecorated' bike! Our ride took us to 
Dartmoor prison museum where we were given 
an entertaining account of the prison's history 
by one of the prison staff. In true Dartmoor 
fashion the mist / cloud came down and 
showed the place in it's true colours. 
 

 
 
On our way to our next stop, Buckfast Abbey, 
we negotiated some very interesting narrow 
lanes with the odd 20% hill and hairpin bend 
thrown in. The temperature rose steadily 
throughout the ride home. 
 
The lunch stop was at the 'Route 303' Diner. 
Now with everyone filled up, the ride was a 
great sunny, fast ride back; everyone peeling 
off at their own routes home. The weather 
travelled ahead of us and I for one had a 
completely dry run home. 
 

 
 
It must be a nightmare trying to organise these 
trips and I have to hand it to Roger, Tracy, 
Andy, Carrol, Dell and Wendy for a very 
enjoyable and safe trip. 
 

 
Alex’s poetic interlude. 

 
We meet at BK Guildford, on our gleaming 
machines,  
Managing ‘til 3, to keep them clean. 
The weather holds off, basically fine, 
Actually, really, its been rather kind. 
We arrive at the hotel, they welcome us in, 
The evening is lovely, a drink to begin. 
Saturday morning is dismal and grey, 
Some less inclined, decided to stay. 
Those of the few, that brave the alerts, 
Arrived back late, covered in dirt. 
The evening is splendid with guitar and song, 
Singing and dancing and words that are wrong! 
Sunday we leave, we know what's in store, 
Up to the 'clink', the one on Dartmoor. 
Onward to the Abbey, and lunch on route,  
Oh how the weekends', been such a hoot! 
So thanks to the organisers, its been such a 
ball 
A weekend made special by the planning of it 
all. 
An excellent time, in all of our view, 
was the weekend that was… 
 
 Nip to the Looe 

Alexandra Oliver
 
Richard Harraway  



 

 

 

First time 
rideout 

A Sandwich in 

Kent 

 
Ride Leader: Roger Bonnici 

 
   Well I had bought the 
Harley Davidson Sportster 
and been riding it for a few 
months, Bern my wife had 
even been on a couple of 
short rides with me 
something she would not 
have considered when I 
owned my Suzuki. I had 
gone to the dealership to 
get a MOT and while 
having a coffee looked at 
the Chapter notice board. 
Wavy Dave asked me if I 
considered joining and sent 
me home with an 
application form in my 
pocket. 
So one fine Sunday 
morning in May we are 
getting ready for our first 
rideout with the Chapter 
together. I am very much 
looking forward to it as I 
grew up in Broadstairs just 
down the road from 
Sandwich. Bern had a few 

doubts mainly in my riding 
ability and how will the day 
go and what will the 
members be like. We set 
off from Farnborough to get 
to Clackett Lane Services 
at 08:30 far too early but 
we didn’t want to be late. 
We arrived without incident 
although I did detect a few 
oohs and ahhs over the 
intercom, and apart from 
one bike in the car park we 
were the first to arrive and 
went to get some 
breakfast. 
At 10:00 there seemed to 
be a group forming outside 
so we went to join them, 

straight away the members 
I had met before came 
over to say hello and  
introduce themselves to 
Bern.  We were all soon 
chatting away and 
generally getting to know 
each other even better.  
 
When Roger arrived he 

suggested everyone set off 
with a full tank, so leaving 
Bern I went to the services 
leaving my jacket on the 
post next to her. When my 
bike would not restart after 
re-fuelling I realised that I 
had committed the classic 
error of leaving my fob in 
my jacket pocket back in 
the car park. Another 
member whose name I still 
do not know, but thank 
you, went back and got my 
jacket for me. I had visions 
of being stranded as 
everybody left. Mental note 
to self learn how to start it 
without the fob. 

Roger after checking we 
were all up for a roast 
dinner, did his briefing and 
asked if everyone knew the 
drop off system. I was glad 
I had done the New 
Members ride, and then we 
were off. Down the 
motorway for about 20 
minutes and then out into 



 

 

the Kent countryside. I was 
really enjoying myself and 
Bern was really warming to 
the experience, this was 
the longest she had ever 
been on the back of a bike.  
 

 
On arriving in Sandwich we 
realised we had a lot to 
learn, had not really 
thought about what to do 
with helmets or jackets. 
Watching the more 
experienced members 
produce padlocks and 
various locking devices for 
chaining up their 
belongings taught us 
valuable lessons. 
The pub was lovely and 
right next to the river and 
the roast dinner was great. 
Over lunch we met another 
couple Roger and Karen 
who although experienced 
bikers were like us new 
members to the chapter. 
After lunch we had time to 
wander off on our own to 
have a look round the town 
before meeting up again in 
the car park for the return. 
Following Roger to the 

nearest garage we all 
pulled in, and while waiting 
to pay I received some 
words of wisdom from 
Robin, on not feeling under 
pressure to catch up, if 
caught up in traffic or at 
lights. This proved useful 
because as soon as we left 
the garage as I got caught 
at the next 3 sets of lights 
and for the “new boy” it is 
slightly worrying to see a 
group heading off without 
you while you have a 
sizeable number behind 
you. 
Having navigated the 
narrow streets of 
Sandwich, proving the drop 
off system really does 
work, it was out into the 
countryside again.  
 
A comfort stop at the 
George Inn, it was really 
needed as by now Bern’s 
bum was starting to go 
numb, her thighs aching 
and her feet were hurting. 
We ended up chatting 
about going away for 
weekends and Bern got 
advice from Tracy and 

Norman on packing, and 
how to travel light. 
Norman’s tip was don’t 
take those big drawers 
what you need to pack is 
the catapults, while Tracy’s 
tips were slightly more 
useful. 
The ride ended back at 
Clackett Lane and we all 
went our different ways 
with a wave, we should 
have stopped there for a 
break but pressed on home 
and got off very stiff but 
having had a wonderful 
day out. 
Bern’s final comment on 
the day was I really 
enjoyed myself the 
members are great and 
really friendly and it was 
well organised. But if you 
want me to come to 
Yorkshire you have to get 
something bigger and more 
comfortable. Now that’s 
what I call a real result. 
  
Charlie & Bernice Gordon 
 



 

 

 

Steve BARNARD 
1951 - 2012 

 

 
by CRIPPO 

 
8am Friday 20th April and the sun was 
shining. There were a few white clouds 
drifting around. The forecast was 
showers. We were meeting at a park in 
Runnymede near the historical site near 
where the Magna Carta was signed. That 
stopped King John imposing his will, from 
then no 'freeman' could be punished except 
through law of the land. Freedom. That 
strikes a chord that is often mentioned in 
conjunction with motorcycles. I didn't know 
Steve but his wishes for the funeral were 
something I too would like at mine. Being 
brought up to believe you should treat 
people the way you expect to be treated 
yourself I had decided to go. Evidently by 
the amount of bikes there other 
members thought the same way. After a 
quick briefing for the road crew and the 
members on the route and instructions for 
the procession on arrival, we set off. Well 
nearly, a minor breakdown quickly resolved 
and then off. The journey to Milton 
Keynes would take about one and a half 
hours. It was reasonably uneventful. The 
usual motorway riding. Artics side by side 

trying to see who's speed inhibitors would 
allow them that extra 3mph to overtake each 
other and being held to 50mph 'ish on the 
M1 because of the average speed 
cameras in the road works. 
Axel appearing in various positions 
throughout the group, taking photos in his 
usual masterful way. At Milton Keynes the 
roads opened up and so did the heavens. A 
short, sharp, shower. Some had donned 
waterproofs "in case" before we left (I wasn't 
one of them). 
 

 
 
We turned into Brookfield Road and quickly 
engulfed it with Harley's. Neighbours and 
friends taking photographs. Pete Hillier later 
told me two of the ladies burst into tears 
when they saw the amounts of bikes that 
arrived. The family greeted us warmly as if 
we were all old friends and provided tea and 
coffee for which several shifts were needed. 
Steve arrived in the Hurst a little later than 
planned, surrounded by flowers with  

 
 
Hogsback and Harley designs and a 
Hogsback flag over his coffin. (A special 
mention for Wendy here, who. unhappy with 
the flowers rearranged them and then drove 
the reef to Milton Keynes the day before). 



 

 

Hogsback road crew(stopping traffic where  
 

 
 
required) followed behind the hearse  
and relatives then further private cars 
followed by the procession of bikes (led by 
Steve's brother) including some from 1066, 
Nene Valley and our members. It rained 
most of the few miles. The service at 
Crownhill was not of a particularly religious 
nature but more of a celebration of Steve's 
life and his love of Harley's and 
music. The seating was full with many 
standing at the back. The Hogsback flag 
still covering the coffin the ceremony and 
eulogies were conducted. A time for 
reflection for all of us on loved one's we may 
have lost.  

  
 
 
There was an open invite to the house 
but many of the chapter needed to get back 
as it was mid afternoon and felt it wasn't 
appropriate. The sun shone during the 
ceremony and for a little while after. So we 
spilt to smaller groups and made our way 
back towards the M1. During the usual fuel 
stop, Thor, God of Thunder was joined by 
the god of hailstones (who shall remain 
nameless the little ****) and his mate Tlaloc, 
God of rain. As already wet it seemed 
pointless trying to cover now chamois 
leather with wet gear. It got worse. Only 
those that were riding in it could really tell 
you. I watched Mike Wilson go past on his 
glide at a speed I couldn't contemplate 
without suffering serious facial injury, for the 
first time wishing I had a screen and a full 
face helmet. When we got to Heathrow I 
peeled off as I had to return to work. The 
sun came out. Most of my gear went on the 
radiator in my office (including my socks). I 
count myself as a fair weather rider but I 
knew there was a chance we'd get some 
rain. Would I do it again...........  
 

 
 
YES. Somewhere Steve Barnard was 
looking down with a smile. 

 



 
 

ABC Ride Report 
 

 
 
8 bikes started, well technically 9 but Cliff 
was a bit late and tried to catch us up but 
didn't manage it. 2 bikes left early due to the 
weather and that left 6 of us to do the full 
day.  
 

 
 
Drizzle turned to rain by Four marks and 
stayed with us through Winchester, 
Stockbridge, Quarley and  until after Soltice 
services on A303. The 5 members were a 
happy crew and Nige did a good job at the 
back ensuring the rear was protected and 
it’s a very important position given the type 
of ride. Dan Metcalf did well on his sporty as 
did Richard.  
 
Lots of new and varied roads including one I 
will do again because it was really good and 
enjoyable. No incidents to report, just lots of 
fun and a long day with the ride stopping at 
the junction of A303 and A34 at about 
17:45. 

 

 
 
Russ and Axel are dependable and after the 
rain stopped and we had dried out a bit and 
had some food just short of Wincanton, we 
headed into the plains area to pick up some 
more letters.  
 
We covered around 250 miles in all, 24 ABC 
points, 3 coffees and 1 meal with new and 
old friends.  Not a bad tally for a wet and 
drizzly day. 
 

 
 
Robin Seymour 
 

 



 

 

 

Fender Bender 
By Paul Treacher 

Replacing a Rear Fender – 2010 Fatboy 
 

 
 
My rear fender was damaged during the ride 
out to Borough Market in March 2011, 
courtesy of a car driver who could not stop 
in time on the approach to a red light.  
 
I purchased a new fender immediately after 
this incident. 

 
 
All went well with the old fender being 
removed without problem. Once removed I 
needed to strip it of all parts that needed to 
be transferred to the new one such as the 
rear light and wiring, mounting brackets etc. 
This is where the fun started as the wiring 
harness for the rear lights runs through a 
conduit which is stuck to the inside of the 
fender. This was duly removed but of course 
was covered in the remains of the sticky 

tape so (being lazy) a visit to GHD was 
made a new one purchased together with 
the clear plastic protector that sticks to the 
top of the fender to prevent the seat rubbing 
the paintwork (why is this not included?)  
 
In order to get the harness through the 
conduit it is necessary to remove one of the 
connectors during which I managed to 
damage the old one. Unfortunately during 
reassembly and testing, some corrosion was 
spotted, making the electrics somewhat 
“iffy”. I therefore made the decision to get a 
new harness.  
In order to avoid damaging the new 
connector, GHD (Mick -thank you!) arranged 
for it to be removed before I collected it. As 
it turned out however the new harness came 
already fitted with a new conduit so there 
was no need to remove the connector! This 
was quickly reinstalled and a pre-fitting test 
carried out which confirmed all electrics 
working perfectly. 
When the old fender was removed it was 
also noticed that there are two ‘damping 
panels’ stuck on the inside of the fender.  
Unfortunately as these were not supplied 
(not shown on the parts diagram) when you 
order a fender or even any paperwork 
supplied with it. The first you know of these 
additional requirements is after you have 
stripped the bike down. You then have to 
wait for the parts to come in leaving the bike 
off the road. All was well in the end. 
 



 

 

My daily Midnight 
Madness 

By Axel Thill.    
 
Let me start with a strong disclaimer: in this 
article, I only describe things that I do, and I 
clearly do not encourage you to do them in 
this or another way. They may be wrong or 
outright dangerous, and some of you may 
call me absolute bonkers after reading them, 
but I survived accident free in city traffic over 
the last 20 years. So, whatever you do, it’s 
your decision, please ride in your own pace 
and style. 
  

 
 
I enjoy the Hogsback Midnight Madness 
runs into London, led by Graham Woods, 
every year, as they replicate what I do on a 
daily basis, commuting deep into London. 
But with a big difference: with dozens of 
Hogsback riders around me, I am not alone, 
and that makes a big difference. Numbers 
matter! 
  
The Midnight Madness run also separates 
those who can live and ride in Paris from 
those who should better stay in a small UK 

Village with a single roundabout. I have 
commuted into Cities on big bikes for the 
last 20 years.  Frankfurt, Tokyo and London, 
and still enjoy the 40 odd miles every day. 
Every ride is different and presents new 
challenges. It is a great wake-up routine to 
stay sharp at work, and without wanting to 
give advice, I have views on how best to 
survive this battleground. Although I could 
fill a book with anecdotes and situations, I 
will try to boil it down into 3 personal 
experiences: 
 
1) Be "Tom Jones" 
They rightly say "Loud Pipes Save Lives", 
but actually in-car stereos are louder and 
iPod listening pedestrians are deaf, so this 
is not what I mean. It is all about stage 
presence. Tom Jones, with grey hair now 
and a simple plain black suit, has a strong 
stage presence, whereas X-factored 
wannabees need flashy hairstyles or bright 
coloured dresses to be seen on stage, and 
then they are still not respected. Like the 
stage presence a good artist radiates, you 
need to demonstrate a strong street 
presence on your bike in city traffic. Do not  

 
be a grey mouse pushed on the sideline 
hesitating to move, but ride tall and with  



 

 

 
confidence in the middle of the road. Do not 
trust your Hi-Vis vest, it only offers some 
virtual benefits as it is worn by nearly 
everybody on the road these days, it is your 
personal attitude and driving style that will 
make you visible to other participants. 
Gesture with your hands to reinforce turning 
signals, as the city is a ocean of blinking 
lights of all colours, and your little rear 
indicator is not necessarily at the center of 
attention of drivers behind you. Ride like a 
peacock in courtship, look straight into the 
eyes of other drivers, make sure you see 
them in their rear mirrors, don’t be 
aggressive, but confident enough to claim 
you rightful place, because in city traffic, no 
prisoners are taken. 
  
2) Torque is more important then brakes 
Don’t get me wrong, you need good brakes 
in city traffic.  You need to stop at red traffic 
lights or pedestrians plugged into an iPod. 
The reason why I ride a Sportster 883R is 
that only this Sporty model has twin front 
disc brakes, allowing a finer dosage. But 
torque saved me more often then the 
brakes, as a strong engine accelerating out 
of low revs pulls you out of danger zones, 
instead of leaving you in the middle of a 
mess. I love buses and black cabs. Not only 
because their drivers are professionals and 
want to continue to make a living on the 
road, but they accelerate like turtles. Like a 
oil tanker at sea, you will nearly always find 
a place to squeeze in-front of them. But try 
this with a 50cc scooter, and you are lost. 
Buses and cabs will eat you alive. 
Remember: if you need to brake, you did not 
pay enough attention looking forward, but if 
you keep looking forward, you will most 
often find a safer place to run to with a 
decent engine. 
  
3) Beware of the weather 
Whilst the Hogsback Midnight Madness  
rides - at least the ones I participated in - 
happen on dry roads, this is not the norm for  

 
daily commuting. I do not mind the rain or 
cold, but you need to adjust your driving 
style in city traffic more then on country 
roads. While country roads are either dry, 
wet or very wet, with or without leaves or 
gravel, City roads offer 1000's of different 
shades of wet. The reason is the patchwork 
of tarmacs you find in the city, each reacting 
differently to the addition of water. Then 
every 2 metres you have a polished metal 
manhole, and slippery white lines. Signs are 
painted on 20% of the road surface. Even 
worse these days are the blue cycle lanes, 
some of the blue is rough, but on others I 
saw cyclists and even pedestrians slip like 
on ice. More then once, lack of traction on 
these wet surfaces allowed my rear wheel to 
spin, This is when you suddenly are fully 
awake on an otherwise tired morning ride. 
That is when good torque becomes bad 
torque. 
 

 
 
There are hundreds of other little aspects 
that spring to my mind, about filtering, cycle 
lanes and driver behaviour near police and 
emergency vehicles, to mention just a few. I 
continue to learn every day. But the general 
rule is simple: Think like the potential idiots 
around you, but do not act like one.  
 
 
Concentrating on looking forward should 
help eliminate the many surprises city traffic 
may throw at you. 



 

 

 

Beaky’s 
 

 

 
 
Thanks to a great partnership between 
Guildford H-D and Hogsback Chapter UK 
we had great success in Dorking at Beaky's 
Bootsale on 1 Apr this year.  
 

 

Although the day started out absolutely 
freezing we were eventually blessed with  

 
glorious sunshine that stuck with us the 
entire time. Our thanks to Roger Bonnici, 
Gary Morss, and Alan & Sue Wise for the 
Chapter and to Bob, Katie from GH-D. 
 

 
 
Between us we cleared out a lot of 
unwanted bits and raised money for their 
owners with well over £250 for our Charity 
account! 
Get your surplus parts packaged and priced 
ready for next year.  You will be amazed at 
what sells.  Personaly I have got real money 
for a pair of take-off standard mirrors – one 
with a cracked glass.  I also sold two bog 
standard gear shift pegs. My chrome 
unused H-D brake caliper at less than half 
price didn’t sell.  You just never know. 
 
By Dave ATKINSON 



SOFER Rally site at Bisley
Showing location of Hogsback HQ camp.

Rally Access in 2012
In 2012 all SOFER traffic will again be required to 
use the new entrance in Queens Road. There will 
be a one way system in use around the site.

Safety Notes
Please plan on only turning right into the site and 
left out of it.

The usual NRA entrance will be reserved for non-
SoFER traffic and Emergency Vehicles.

Map thanks to Google Maps
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ALL YOUR BISLEY RALLY QUESTIONS ANSWERED!
Well, the important ones anyway...
Where can I get tickets?
Hopefully, if you want to come, you have 
yours already. Ticket sales have now ceased. 
If you still need one, contact Wendy - she 
may be able to re-sell tickets from people 
who can no longer come. 
What do I get for my money?
Two full days of 2,000 people just like you, 
their bikes, great live bands, mass ride-outs, a 
poker run for cash prizes, a ride-in bike show, 
40+ traders, many good food outlets, 
affordable beer, and deal of fun in a chilled 
venue that is just about perfect for it all.
Can I buy tickets on the Gate?
No - ticket sales ceased in mid July.
What about accommodation?
Most people camp – it’s a great atmosphere. 
There were 200+ beds available at Bisley on 1 
Apr. Only 60 or so were reserved for Rally 
Volunteers, and all the rest went within a day 
or two. See www.sofer.uk.com for nearby 
hotels, but most of those rooms went very 
quickly too. This Rally is popular!
Where will Hogsback be camping?
Fetch a magnifying glass and you will see 
Hogsback HQ on the map – this page.

When can I pitch my tent?
It depends. If you are a Listed Volunteer, you 
can set up on Thu 2/8. Note - Site Security 
will have the Volunteer List and they will turn 
away unauthorised campers. If you are not a 
Listed Volunteer, you can arrive any time after 
10am on Fri, when the Rally officially opens.
How do I become a Listed Volunteer?
Email director@hogsbackchapteruk.org or see 
Wendy Evans. But please be aware that all 
Listed Volunteers agree to be called on from 
early on Fri morning to man the Arrivals and 
Banding stations, and other areas.
Isn’t our Club Night on Thu 2nd?
Not this year. Our Aug Club Night will be at 
Bisley, but is deferred until Thu 9/8. This is so 
we don’t complicate Security’s task in 
enforcing the Volunteer Lists.
Is Hogsback having a party at the Rally?
You betcha - for the whole weekend! Come to 
our Chapter HQ for a free cold beer or soft 
drink through the whole Rally. On Sat around 
6pm come along to Norm & Dave’s 
Hogsback Chapter BBQ for a truly amazing 
feast! £5 for charity will get you a re-usable 
plate+tongs set for breakfast the next day!

What YOU need 
to know to get the 

best out of the 
Bisley Rally!

www.hogsbackchapteruk.org
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EAT   RIDE   PARTY!
What’s happening Friday?
Ride your bike asap through Arrivals and get 
banded up. This is when you need your ticket. 
Unbanded people and bikes will not be 
allowed to remain on site. Ride round to 
Registration (opposite the Pavilion) and get 
your Rally Pack. Then it’s chill time! Get 
oriented. Visit the Trader Area. Pop into our 
own dealership stand. Enjoy the afternoon 
bands. Eat at any of the many food outlets. 
Hang out at our Chapter HQ and have a beer. 
Ruth’s LOH Bling Ride leaves from the Pavilion  
in the late afternoon. Check out the evening 
bands in the Pavilion. Enjoy the sights of 2,000 
bikers having fun!
What’s happening Saturday?
As for Friday! Plus you could join Hogsback’s 
mass ride-out to lunch at The Jolly Farmer 
down Alton way. If so, you will need to pre-
book in Registration. Ride is capped at 120 
bikes. Or you could enter the Hogsback Poker 
Run - pick up details from Registration. You 
could win £100, £50 or £25 cash! Maybe you 
fancy your bike’s chances in the Ride-in Bike 
Show, or just gawp at those who have. Or 
spend time soaking up the atmosphere 
outside with the live bands all afternoon.  At 
6pm it’s round to Hogsback HQ for the 
unmissable Dunlop Three Star Chefs Norm & 
Dave’s Rally Feast.  Then enjoy more great 
bands throughout the evening. And don’t miss 
the massive fireworks display later on!

What about the Chapter Challenge?
Always a lot of fun and the subject of much 
rivalry between the Chapters, we had high 
hopes of improving on the 2nd place we got 
last year. Unfortunately, the weeks of rain 
before the Rally put paid to the whole 
competition this year. Our chance to beat 
1066 must wait until next year - the 10th 
Anniversary of SoFER!
What’s happening Sunday?
Recovery. Breakfast. Tear-down. Clear-up.
How can you help?
Well, you could get even more out of the Rally 
by volunteering as Rally Crew - see panel on 
this page. Most importantly, though, be there: 
so if you wanted tickets, we sure hope you got 
them in time!

Rally Crew needed!
Volunteering as Rally Crew not 
only helps the Chapter do our 
bit. It also makes you feel much 
more part of it and have even 
more fun. Ruth needs people to 
assist in the Poker Run and we 
need crew for the Arrivals 
station. Contact Dik or Wendy 
to get on the Volunteer List. All 
Listed Volunteers (and ONLY 
Listed Volunteers) qualify for 
early arrival on Thursday 2/8.

“I need 
volunteers 

now!”

The South of England Rally 2012 is the 9th year of a 
collaborative venture by five neighbouring Chapters 
and is officially sponsored by HOG UK
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